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Abstract: Now days, for secured communication it is more
important to use encryption process at the sender side and
decryption process at the receiver side. Cryptography is a
technique of shuffling the data in order to provide the security
and confidentiality. It is hard to provide the security against the
hacker or attacker, they can easily get the important data by
finding the encryption key. Many people have developed their
algorithms to provide the data security. Most of them used
random key generation, and perform arithmetic operations with
the key. This paper proposed a new encryption/decryption
algorithm based on the ASCII, Binary-Bit sequence. In this
algorithm I used logical XOR operation. This proposed method
also used encryption method at the multiple stages. The key will
provide by the user, will use with the XOR operation. In this
proposed algorithm, the original data will be encrypted at many
stages and key will also be used for encrypt the plaintext in to
cipher text; same key will use to decrypt from cipher text to plain
text. So this new proposed algorithm comes under the category of
Symmetric key algorithms.

Here recently developed technique named “Advance
cryptography algorithm for improving data security” is
discussed in [4]. In this method they describe about the
encryption/decryption using symmetric key. They used initial
key and key block concept in this method. Before proposing
any algorithm of encryption or decryption, we have must
consider about some factors like: security, features of
algorithm, time and space complexity of algorithm. Fig. 1 is
representing the conventional model of encryption
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I. INTRODUCTION
It is the dream of every person to securely transport their
message. The cryptography is the procedure by which
plaintext (original) data is encrypted by a specified algorithm,
the resulted text called cipher text (encrypted) data, which
does not bring out the original data. The cipher text can be
rearranged by a specified
Algorithm to get back the plaintext (original) data. In
cryptography, the Caesar cipher is one of the oldest and more
widely known encryption technique provided by the Julius
Caesar. It is the substitution method in
Which each latter/word in the plaintext is replaced by the
latter/word by adding or subtracting the fixed position. Caesar
cipher encryption method is based on the modular arithmetic
operation.
It can be represented as,
Let encrypt and decrypt the letter m by the shift of n, it can be
described as mathematically as,
Encryption, En (m) = (m+n) mod 26
Decryption, Dn (m) = (m-n) mod 26
Cryptographic algorithms are classified in to two categories
symmetric key and public key algorithm. Symmetric key
algorithm uses the same key for encryption and decryption
both process, whereas public key algorithm uses different key
for encryption and decryption both process.
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Fig. 1: A Model of Conventional Encryption

If we are looking over the security of the information then the
following services are arrived: [4]
•
•
•
•

Authentication (who created and send the data)
Availability (performance of algorithm)
Access Control (control use of resources)
Confidentiality (privacy on algorithm process)

To improving the Caesar cipher by using random number
generation technique for key generation technique [6]. The
proposed idea suggests a method to generate the Caesar
substitution key using the key matrix trace value restricted to
module of 94. This method gives the enough security with
high throughput and occupies minimum memory. This method
is resistant against brute-force attack with 93!
Quantum cryptography, key distribution technology for the
security, use of quantum cryptography in the future of
information security [3]. Symmetric, Asymmetric key
cryptography and random key transmission, secure way for
key distribution [2]. Symmetric key cryptography using the
random key generator [9]. Security of the network using the
cryptography algorithm, network infrastructure, protect the
network and network resources [1]. Security of the data
communication, channel using the quantum cryptography [5]

Enhanced approach of the Caesar cipher algorithm and
columnar transposition, but key generation should be strong
[7]. Cryptographic technique at multilevel, encrypt the key
used for encryption or decryption in RSA [8]. Transmit an
error free image over the communication channel or the
medium with efficient use of channel [10].
II. PROPOSED WORK
This paper is presenting a new symmetric cryptography
algorithm. This paper is using symmetric key provided by the
user. Where this key will use to encrypt the given source file
or data using proposed algorithm. Basically in this technique
we substitute the plain text with the cipher text by performing
some operation on the binary bit sequence of the plain text.
The key that will provided by the user should be from 0 to
255. Basic concept of the symmetric cryptography process is
shown in Fig. 2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Read the plaintext message from user.
Replace plaintext by their ASCII values.
Read a secret key from the user.
Perform the XOR of ASCII values with the key
provide by user.
Convert numerical values in the binary n-bits
sequence.
Convert the received n-bit sequence in the n/2-bits
binary sequence.
Convert the n/2-bits binary sequence in the decimal
format.
Change all the decimal values with respective
character from the character table.
Transmit the cipher text.

Proposed Decryption Algorithm:
Use the same character table used in the encryption process.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Read the cipher text from user.
Replace cipher text by their numerical values.
Read the secret key form the user.
Manage the binary bits sequence.
Perform the XOR operation of binary bits sequence
and secret key.
Perform reverse character substitution.
Process the plaintext.

III. RESULTS COMPARISONS

Fig. 2: Basic Concept of Symmetric Cryptography

Main reasons of using the symmetric key for encryption and
decryption are:
1.
2.
3.

Process is simple to use.
Security is depending on the key.
Sender and receiver both can use the same key and
the same process for encryption and decryption.

Proposed Encryption Algorithm:
Firstly define some character values those will use to replace
the plain text.
Defined characters = 2 n/2
N is binary bit sequence.
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Here, I am comparing my proposed algorithm with RSA
(Rivest-Shamir-Adleman), AES algorithm. I am comparing
two parameters for execution time first one is encryption time
and other one is decryption time of both algorithms. I am
comparing the execution time for encrypt the plain text by the
both algorithms. RSA is an asymmetric key algorithm, AES
and Proposed Algorithm is symmetric key algorithm.
Here the “RSA Algorithm”, “AES Algorithm” and “Proposed
Algorithm” are implemented on to the java. Compiler version
jdk1.6.0_26 is used to find the execution time (in
milliseconds) of RSA, AES and Proposed Algorithm. In each
cycle, the same plaintexts are encrypted by copying the same
plaintexts for each algorithm. I am comparing the text files
only.
Finally, the outputs of execution time in the form of
milliseconds in numeric form are shown in the tabular form.
This is shown in table 1 and table 2.

DECRYPTION
Proposed
Algorithm

100 bytes.txt

45

63

2

1 kb.txt

62

64

8

2 kb.txt

78

65

24

5 kb.txt

192

112

110

AES

PA

100BYTES

RSA Algorithm

AES
Algorithm

Proposed
Algorithm

100 bytes.txt

141

2

2

•

1 kb.txt

156

2

4

•

2 kb.txt

169

3

7

5 kb.txt

172

8

69

Graphical representation of the table 1 and table 2 is shown in
the Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 with the blue line and green line
respectively for RSA algorithm and Proposed Algorithm.
These observations are made using personal computer
machine with the specification of Intel® Core™ 2 Duo CPU,
2.4 GHz, 2GB of RAM, Micro Soft Windows 8 (32-bit) as the
testing platform.
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IV. FEATURES OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM
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Fig. 4: Decryption Time Comparisons

TABLE II
DECRYPTION TIME COMPARISONS

RSA

24

22

69

156

AES
Algorithm

1
4
1

RSA Algorithm

169

RSA

Plain Text Size

17
2

TABLE I
ENCRYPTION TIME COMPARISONS

Some features of this proposed algorithm are:

•
•
•
•

Provided key for the algorithm depends on the binary
bits sequence.
Brute Force attack requires n! Attempts, so algorithm
is more robust.
Algorithm occupies minimum memory.
Algorithm works very fast, time efficient algorithm.
Multistage encryption is using by the algorithm.
Algorithm is simple and more secure.
V. CONCLUSION

Data security is the most important aspect for any encryption
and decryption algorithm. The space and time are also the
most important aspect while designing any cipher algorithm.
Our method provides high throughput by occupying less
memory.
The positive thing of our proposed algorithm is that it is
almost impossible to break the encryption/decryption process
without knowing the exact secret key. We propose that the
proposed algorithm can be applied over any type of public
application to send the confidential data from one machine to
another machine.

5MB
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